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Ensure Value, Not Risk,
with Staff's Use of Social
Media
Whether or not you're active on
social media, it's likely that
someone in your practice is.
Do You Know What Your Staff
are Doing on Social Media?, a
live, 30-minute webinar on
February 18 at noon will explore instances when social
media played a role in causing headaches for medical
practices. Topics range from HIPAA violations to ruined
reputations, and strategies to keep you and your staff aligned
with social media best practices.
There is no charge for policyholders and staff. Physicians can
earn a 1% premium discount and AMA PRA Category 1
Credit™ upon successful completion of the post-test. Sign up
today.

Opioid Education
Webinar---at No
Cost!

Faced with Mergers or New Affiliations? Try
ISMIE's Shared Limit Corporate Coverage

The American
Academy of Pain
Medicine's webinar,
Best Practices: Eight
Principles for Safer
Opioid Prescribing
for Pain
Management, is free
of charge but
requires swift action---

While hospitals and smaller practices continue to consolidate
resources to better serve patients, the business side of
medicine is becoming more complex.
That's why ISMIE offers a shared limit corporate coverage
option that will reduce the cost of insuring your entity under
our Clinic Option.
With this affordable policy option:

-it takes place
tomorrow, February
11, at noon.
The hour-long
program will cover
major risk factors for
unintentional opioid
overdose deaths in
patients with chronic
pain and help your
practice devise a
plan to implement
principles for safer
opioid prescribing.
Sign up here.



Your corporate entity can share in the limit of one
employed physician when both are named as codefendants in the same claim.



The premium is reduced from 25% to 5% of the
underlying physician premium.



The entity is provided a separate limit of liability in two
limited circumstances, advantageous to the corporate
entity when there are 1) independent or direct
allegations against the entity; or 2) allegations of
vicarious liability for certain departed physicians or
other employed staff.

For more details, email ISMIE's Underwriting Division or call
800-782-4767 ext. 3350. If you utilize an insurance broker,
you may also wish to contact him or her.
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Learn How Mismanaged
Patient Handoffs Can
Increase Liability
Unfortunately, botched patient
handoffs do happen in today's
fragmented health care system.
Check out Handoffs, the latest
"Lesson from the Field," which
focuses on what you can do to improve this essential part of
the doctor-patient relationship.
Take the "Lesson" today and discover:


A detailed case study pinpointing specifics on when
and how a patient handoff went wrong.



Techniques to bolster the effectiveness of your patient
handoffs, such as standardization and checklists.



Alarming statistics on the frequency of mishandled
handoffs and how they affect health care overall.

Previous installments of "Lessons from the Field" are archived
on our website. Questions? Please contact ISMIE's Risk
Management Division at 800-782-4767 ext. 3300 or by

email.
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